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Ellis the Elephant is back and ready for another adventure in American history! In From Sea to
Shining Sea, the fourth installment of Callista Gingrich’s New York Times bestselling series, Ellis
explores the early years of the United States and heads west into uncharted territory with Lewis
and Clark.In previous books, Sweet Land of Liberty, Land of the Pilgrims’ Pride, and Yankee
Doodle Dandy, Ellis learned about pivotal moments that have shaped America. Now, in From
Sea to Shining Sea, America’s favorite time-traveling pachyderm discovers a new and growing
nation along with George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, Sacagawea and
others.Authored by Callista Gingrich and illustrated by Susan Arciero, From Sea to Shining Sea
will delight those who want to know how brave Americans forged a growing nation and spread
freedom from coast to coast.
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Deborah D. Donnelly, “Reading is fun. I bought this to read to my grandchildren”

Mary Walker, “Wonderful Young Reader’s Collection. I started this collection for my youngest
granddaughter and I have NOT been disappointed with a single one!!!”

julia, “nice books. Gave as a gift and they loved it - really didn't think they would be impressed,
but they were very pleased.”

Lewis Sponar, “Good History for Children written in an engaging manner!. Great kid’s book!”

ktabr, “Feel good knowing my granddaughter is learning about our history through .... Feel good
knowing my granddaughter is learning about our history through this book. Thank you Callista
for writing it.”

mary Grayson, “Five Stars. Bought this and Christmas in America for my Great Grand Children
They enjoyed them both”

Torsten W. Störmer, “Five Stars. alles ok, netter Kontakt, immer wieder”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 135 people have provided feedback.
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